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Sony Hacks Reveal Racist 
Jewish Movie Executive-CFR 
member...The Interview a Phony 
Diversion Made up at State Department

Time Line
The big players in Sony’s Hackgate are LA CEO’s Amy Pascal , Scott 
Rudin and their boss Michael Lynton. These CEOs are highlighted in a set 
of emails that highlighted their racists views of black actors in Hollywood. 
Calling blacks slaves, and referring to President Obama as a stupid 
monkey, but useful to us... who liked only black movies like 12 Years a 
Slave and The Butler…. 

Foreign born Michael Lynton is the big fish that is now being protected by 
Jew controlled media, Jew controlled State Department and even the Jew 
infested White House, which is might seem surprising, since Lynton was 
caught in hacked Sony emails as a black disparaging racist. But faux 
president Obama knows which side his matzah is buttered on. 
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But Michael Lynton is the big fish, a very big fish. His father was a German 
citizen who later worked in British intelligence during WWII interrogating 
German soldiers. Lynton was born in the UK, attended International School 
of the Hague, then to Harvard for a BA in Lit and history, a few years in 
Credit Suisse Bank in Boston to make his fortune, then back to Harvard for 
an MBA in 1987. He speaks four languages, English, French, Dutch and 
German.  

 Lynton is a Rand Corporation member and a Council On Foreign Relations 
member. CFR members are the top people in their fields across the 
spectrum of American enterprises from media, industry, banking , academia 
and government who direct American domestic and foreign policy, molding 
and creating American opinion.This Michael Lynton is classic spook 
material, a spy, an international One World Order media control agent, 
working for his Cabal the United States of Israel in New York City… 

Lynton went on to join Disney publishing, became president of Disney from 
1992-1996. Then joined Time Warner as CEO of AOL Europe president of 
AOL International, and president of Time Warner International… 
In 2004  Lynton became  chairman and chief executive officer of Sony 
Pictures Entertainment (SPE)… from Wikipedia  

…He leads SPE’s global operations, including motion pictures, television 
and digital content production and distribution, as well as home 
entertainment acquisition and distribution, operation of studio facilities,the 
entertainment acquisition and distribution, operation of studio facilities,the 
development of new entertainment products, services and technologies… 

Michael Lynton and his racist co-chair Amy Pascal received best picture 
nominations for such films as The Social Network, Zero Dark Thirty , 
American Hustle and over see the Spiderman and James Bond franchises. 
These are the top producers in 
Hollywood, the absolute caricatures of  
racist Jew Hollywood big-shots.  

Lynton also controls and over sees 
Sony Pictures Television (SPT)which 
broadcasts to over 800 million 
households in Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
Columbia, Brazil and CHINA through 
Sony Pictures Television which has 
126 channels in over 150 countries.   
As we can see, Michael Lynton is 
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actually the biggest producer in the world literally, and is a One World Order 
spymaster working with the Rothschilds to instill mind controlling video 
throughout the world… 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Lynton 

Michael Lynton is a Council on Foreign Relations member. That is why this 

whole lie was created on so many levels...  To distract for Michael Lynton 
and his world wide propaganda control... led by racist, elite Jew cabalists 
who own Sony and the rest of the media. Their goal to pervert and destroy 
Christian America is nearly complete, and the last thing they need is for 
some stupid hacker to open the lid on their plans for America, making it into 
a war machine and colony of Israel. 

June	  20	  Sony	  CEO	  takes	  Interview	  to	  
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CFR Elephant Michael Lyndon 
at Sony race meeting…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Lynton
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State	  Department	  
 CFR member and Racist Sony Los Angeles CEO Michael Lynton showed 
a rough cut of the movie to US State Department officials for approval 
before moving ahead according to hacked Sony emails. The State 
Department approved the death scene and the rest of the film in an 
apparent effort to use it as propaganda against the North Korean regime. 
Lynton heads Sony Pictures International, among other ventures at Sony. 
SPI produces world wide television production which airs in hundreds of 
nations including Russia, Brazil and China… 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/12/17/exclusive-sony-emails-allege-u-s-govt-official-
ok-d-controversial-ending-to-the-interview.html

July	  2012	  	  
North Korea complains to the United Nations that any release of the 
Interview movie would be an act of terrorism, but makes no threats. So 
when a rouge nation goes to the United Nations the response is denial, 
dismissal and denigration. Maybe N Korea should convert to Islam to 
achieve more recognition from the Obumma administration. Here is the text 
of N Korea’s complaint to the UN by UN ambassador Ja Song Nam. 

…“To allow the production and distribution of such a film on the 
assassination of an incumbent head of a sovereign state should be 
regarded as the most undisguised sponsoring of terrorism as well as an act 
of war…“The United States authorities should take immediate and 
appropriate actions to ban the production and distribution of the 
aforementioned film; otherwise, it will be fully responsible for encouraging 
and sponsoring terrorism.” 

Nov	  21	  	  	  
First sign of Sony hack appears in an email sent to Sony LA executives 
CEO Michael Lynton, Amy Pascal and other Los Angeles Sony chiefs. This 
ransom email contains no mention of any film. No mention of The 
Interview. No mention of North Korea. No mention of KimJon Un. The note 
asks for money. Along with the ransom note were hacked emails from Sony 
including SS numbers and medical records of Sony CEO’s, previously  
unreleased movies from Sony… and thousands of pages of emails 
between Sony executives in LA, some full of racial slurs, about stupid black 
actors in Hollywood, who are whores and general distain for actors in 
general and how the president of the United States probably only likes 
slave movies..  
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These leaked emails contained the racial comments of Amy Pascal and 
Scott Ruin about the President Obama and about black actors in 
Hollywood… how they are slaves of Hollywood, and how Chris Rock is a 
whore to hold out for more money from Sony.  

How Obama is known to be a gay man, and Michele is a tranny as Joan 
Rivers said… just before she was murdered.. 

Dec	  21	  The	  Ransom	  Email	  from	  to	  Sony	  

Here is the actual text sent to Sony on Dec 21, 2014… 

...“[M]onetary compensation we want,” “Pay the damage, or Sony Pictures 
will be bombarded as a whole. You know us very well. We never wait long. 
You’d better behave wisely... 

Yet the phony media story relentlessly pushed introduces North Korea 
demanding Sony pull The Interview movie. There was no such threat in this 
opening email ransom note from the GOP or whomever sent to note. The 
note was accompanied by vast selections of hacked Sony emails so 
confidence is high about its authenticity. 
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Through out the hacked Sony emails we find CEO Michael Lynton and 
other executives adjusting the movie… catering to various foreign countries 
needs for more or less violence. Spain and the Netherlands wanted the 
fully violent versions. Below are some hacked emails that show Sony 
executives working to get anti North Korean propaganda published 
worldwide. No mention here of any threat from North Korea... 

“We confirm that going with the Domestic (unedited) version will not impact 
on our MA 15+ rating....and thus.....we want to ‘sock it to ‘em’ and stay with 
the Domestic version,” wrote Basil-Jones. “Indeed, watching these again, 
confirmed how much we liked the film and that the scenes in question will 
have even more of an impact but not in a negative way. (The exploding 
head effect in the helicopter is funnier in the Domestic clip with the 
fireworks sound effect and Katy Perry song. You don’t hear the sound 
effect in the International cut).”  

"Risk is low even with the violent version, but I think it is better not to take 
the risk. And, also, the violent version is, I think a little bit too much for a 
comedy. But I'm not the producer or the director of the movie, so if we have 
to release this version, we can deal with it." Meanwhile, the Netherlands 
and Spain opted for the "unedited" version.  

HTTP://WWW.WIRED.COM/2014/12/EVIDENCE-OF-NORTH-KOREA-HACK-IS-THIN/

Nov	  24	  	  	  	  	  	  
 Cyber attack begins on Sony according to Reuters by Guardians Of Peace 
GOP … Yet the original theft hack of Sony material happened in early 
November and the first email message to Sony was Nov 21, and none of 
those attacks mentions any movie. The hackers wanted money, asked for 
money, demanded money or more hacked emails would come out. 

HTTP://WWW.REUTERS.COM/ARTICLE/2014/12/09/US-SONY-CYBERSECURITY-HACKERS-
IDUSKBN0JM2IS20141209

Dec	  9	  	  	  	  	  	  

 Reuters says a group that claimed to be responsible for Nov 24 email 
hack, now asked Sony to not show The Interview movie. 

(Reuters) - A group that claimed to be responsible for the massive 
computer hack at Sony Pictures Entertainment demanded the company 
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cancel the release of "The Interview," a film comedy that depicts an 
assassination plot against North Korea's leader. 
A letter posted on a file-sharing site on Monday asked Sony to "stop 
immediately showing the movie of terrorism which can break the regional 
peace and cause the War!" It was signed by GOP, the nickname for the 
"Guardians of Peace" group that says it is responsible for a cyber attack at 
Sony that began Nov. 24…. 
There  is no proof at all that this letter is from North Korea, or from the 
same group that first contacted Sony. In fact anyone could post a letter on 
the internet and claim anything. More likely Michael Lynton had his top spy 
buddies at CFR and Rand Corp set up this whole charade of North Korea 
hacking … all to distract America from the real bombshell. Lynton and his 
CEO employees at Sony’s clear distain for the black community, for 
President Obama and black actors and comedians like Jamie Fox, Kevin 
Hart, Denzel Washington  

HTTP://WWW.REUTERS.COM/ARTICLE/2014/12/09/US-SONY-CYBERSECURITY-HACKERS-
IDUSKBN0JM2IS20141209
 

Dec	  13	  	  
 Daily News comes out with 
article on racist comments by 
two top Sony LA movie 
executives Amy Pascal and 
Scott Rudin.  
“…This week, leaked emails 
of Hollywood (really) fat cat 
Scott Rudin and Sony co-
chairman-in-white-
supremacy, Amy Pascal, hit 
the Internet. The stomach-
turning exchanges about not 
just the President of the 
United States, but also about 
the black actors who have made these massas of the movies millions and 
even billions, show the superiority Rudin and Pascal feel, as well as the 
contempt in which they hold their African-American colleagues…” 

http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/hollywood-big-wigs-long-race-article-1.2044624

Dec	  17	  	  
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No evidence actually exists the North Korea is to blame. In fact security 
experts find the blazing skeleton and claims of victory a joke and not what 
they would expect from nation state attacks. Rather these experts point to 
Hacktivist groups that target corporations….    

Also, the text used and it’s grammatical errors all indicate an english 
speaker trying to imitate a Korean mangling english and not the other way 
around. Further facts that completely deflate the possibility of a Korean 
hack?  North Korea only has about a thousand email address, and none of 
those few were involved. North Korea is a non sophisticated country which 
had its entire internet system shut down Dec 23 for a ten hour stretch by 
anonymous sources. Computer security experts find the claim of a North 
Korea hack of Sony laughable. 

“… Nation-state attacks aren’t generally as noisy, or announce themselves 
with an image of a blazing skeleton posted to infected computers, as 
occurred in the Sony hack. Nor do they use a catchy nom-de-hack like 
Guardians of Peace to identify themselves. Nation-state attackers also 
generally don’t chastise their victims for having poor security, as purported 
members of GOP have done in media interviews…” 

http://www.wired.com/2014/12/evidence-of-north-korea-hack-is-thin/

FBI	  has	  no	  Evidence	  	  
The FBI claimed it has evidence proving North Korea. But no evidence has 
been produced. And now as of Dec 23 we find that North Korea’s internet 
system was turned off yesterday. The news reports that it did not effect N. 
Korea much because there isn’t an internet there.  

So now were supposed to believe a country that doesn’t even have internet 
services, can attack and destroy the entire computer system of a 
multinational etc giant like Sony, a tech giant headed by a CFR, Rand Corp 
international spymaster named Michael Lynton, who is in charge of an 
international corporation that creates and supplies television shows 
streaming to 800 million homes in over 120 countries, including Russia and 
China. 

 ….Mr Rogers is one of several security experts to question the use of The Interview as the 
obvious motive for the hack. It was not until the media made the link, Mr Rogers notes, that the 
hackers started mentioning the film.
Up until that point, it was all about taking on the company, with language that hinted more at a 
grudge than a political statement.
"When you look at the malware it includes bits and pieces from Sony's internal network and the 
whole thing feels more like someone who had an issue with Sony," Mr Rogers said.
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"They were dumping some of the most valuable information right at the start almost as if they 
wanted to hurt Sony.”
FBI Evidence of NKorea Hack?

Dec	  20	  	  	  
 Reuters reports from N Korea  “..the United States is spreading groundless 
allegations and slandering us, we propose a joint investigation with it into 
this incident.” In the same breath Reuters tells us the US defends it’s 
instant “findings” and rebuffs any joint investigation with Korea. This is not 
in accordance with the usual Obama love fest with radial Muslim countries. 
Maybe the Koreans should convert and receive better treatment by cabal 
shill Obama. 

Dec	  22	  	  
The Daily Mail claims NY Times columnist Maureen Dowd had agreed with 
Sony Chief Amy Pascal and Amy’s husband and former NY times columnist 
Bernie Weinraub to make Amy look good in an up coming piece on Ladies 
in the movie business, in order to booster her now plummeting popularity 
due to her racism and other distain of Hollywoods black (and white) acting 
community. 

…Pascal however is shown to be hesitant in emails exchanged between 
herself and husband Bernie 
Weinraub, until Weinraub reveals 
that he will be seeing the column 
before it is published and Dowd 
assures Pascal she will look 
'great' in the article… 

This exchange shows the general 
coziness between big LA and 
NYC media and Sony LA racist 
Jew CEO’s like Amy Pascal and 
Michael Lynton. Recall that 
Michael Lynton is a CFR 
member, a massive one world-
order group that controls media 
and creates and focuses public 
opinion through coordinated media, 
movie, Hollywood, television and 
political control.  This entire exercise 
is glimpse of the cabal controlled media protecting their top people from 
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WEINRAUB   OLA’

http://FBI
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exposure as racist,Christian hating one world cabalists, who in this case is 
Michael Lynton. Michael Lynton is the biggest of big fish. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2871519/Sony-Chair-Amy-Pascal-
promised-look-great-New-York-Times-piece-husband-able-read-
publication-new-emails-reveal.html#ixzz3MaAI91iq  

A cover was created by CFR, Rand Corp spy master CEO of Sony 
Television International who tells the world the hacks were all about The 
Interview movie. The main goal was to draw attention away from the 
blatantly racist nature of Sony Los Angeles CEO’s. Pay no attention to the 
Cabal running Sony to infiltrate the world market with video content we 
racists make here in LA. Pay no attention to our true goals of manipulating 
and controlling all media across the globe to achieve domination for our 
people. 

…Sony Pictures Entertainment CEO Michael Lynton defended his 
company’s decision to cancel the release of The Interview on Friday, even 
as the company refused to rule out releasing the movie in other ways. 
Lynton said Sony’s decision was prompted by movie theaters opting not to 
show the film after hackers, who U.S. officials believe are linked to North 
Korea and who have wreaked havoc on the studio by disclosing emails and 
other company information, threatened 9/11-style attacks. Moments earlier, 
President Barack Obama had called the move to cancel the Christmas Day 
release a “mistake.” 
“The unfortunate part is in this instance the President, the press, and the 
public are mistaken as to what actually happened,” Lynton said on CNN. 
“When it came to the crucial moment… the movie theaters came to us one 
by one over the course of a very short period of time. We were completely 
surprised by it…” 

Dec	  23	  	  	  	  	  Sony	  CEO	  Michael	  Lynton	  OK’s	  Release	  of	  Interview	  

Now two days later CFR/Rand Corp international spy master and Sony 
International CEO racist Michael Lyndon announces The Interview will be 
shown in selected theaters. A brilliant public relations move? Well the whole 
Korea/Sony attack  has accomplished it’s two fold purpose. Primarily to 
remove and dispel the glimpse into Sony LA executive racism against the 
black community, actors and even the President of the USA. Secondly it 
has garnered  billions of dollars in free publicity for The Interview. Now 
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showing the Interview is seen as a free speech issue, an America freedom 
issue. This is why CFR/Rand Corp member Michael Lynton is paid the big 
bucks. Lynton understands propaganda the way Joesph Goebbels did. 

….”That propaganda is good which leads to success, and that is bad which 
fails to achieve the desired result It is not propaganda's task to be 
intelligent, its task is to lead to success.”  

He could, he said, play the popular will like a piano, leading the masses 
wherever he wanted them to go. "He drove his listeners into ecstasy, 
making them stand up, sing songs, raise their arms, repeat oaths – and he 
did it, not through the passionate inspiration of the moment, but as the 
result of sober psychological calculation." 

Sony/CFR/Rand Corp racist Michael Lynton has turned lemons into 
lemonade in a masterful orchestration of lies.  Playing the stupid American 
people (Gruberism) like a piana… Remembering Michael Lynton actually 
brought a copy of The Interview to the State Department for review in June 
2014. Can there can be any question that John Kerry was aware and 
President Obama was aware and approved this movie, brought in by it’s 
creator, backer, it’s financier it’s super international media cabalist Michael 
Lyndon?   

That Is Not Who We Are.. 
Obama has made much hay over how America will not be suppressed by a 
little dictator like Kim Jon Un.  We do not attack people for making a 
movie.. that is not who we are…  Have forgotten when Pres Obama put a 
little video maker in jail for just that. Then our brave civil rights president 
claimed this video incited a Ben Ghazi riot  that ended up murdering our 
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ambassador and three American soldiers. This little contradiction has gone 

unnoticed.  
Could it be the endless crisis a week for five years has dulled America’s 
senses. And who creates these public histrionics for America to react to?  
The Michael Lynton’s of the world.  He and the other CFR members control 
our media and form Americans opinions, even if you think on your own, 
your likely using thoughts Lynton and his ilk placed in your head years ago. 
These are the masters of perception/deception and you are merely a 
audience member, witnessing the magic show. You don’t know the tricks, 
the secrets. All you can do is watch the distraction like a fish in a bowl, and 
then act surprised when the trick is finally revealed… Except in this 
American trick, the reveal is your nation gone, your rights gone, your 
culture gone, your mind gone, watching preprocessed, putrid garbage that 
racists like Micheal Lynton, Amy Pascal, Scott Rudin and their Hollywood 
buddies create for national and international consumption. Here drink on 
this America…. 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/MICHAEL+LYNTON 

Meanwhile back to the evidence. 
Even top Harvard Law professor and security expert Jack Goldsmith finds 
the USG claims of Korean involvement dubious; 
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…First, the "evidence" is of the most conclusory nature – it is really just 
unconfirmed statements by the USG. Second, on its face the evidence 
shows only that this attack has characteristics of prior attacks attributed to 
North Korea. We know nothing about the attribution veracity of those prior 
attacks. Much more importantly, it is at least possible that some other 
nation is spoofing a North Korean attack. For if the United States knows the 
characteristics or signatures of prior North Korean attacks, then so too 
might some third country that could use these characteristics or signatures 
– "specific lines of code, encryption algorithms, data deletion methods, and 
compromised networks," and similarities in the "infrastructure" and "tools" 
of prior attacks – to spoof the North Koreans in the Sony hack. 
Third, the most significant line in the FBI statement is this: "While the need 
to protect sensitive sources and methods precludes us from sharing all of 
this information, our conclusion is based, in part, on the following." Let us 
assume that the United States has a lot of other evidence, including human 
or electronic intelligence from inside Korea, that corroborates its attribution 
conclusion. This might give the USG confidence in the attribution and might 
support the legality of a proportionate response. But if protection of 
"sources and methods" prevents the United States from publicly revealing a 
lot more evidence, including intelligence beyond mere similar 
characteristics to past attacks, then there is no reason the rest of the world 
will or, frankly, should believe that a response on North Korea is justified…. 

Conclusion	  	  
So CFR member super spy and Sony CEO Michael Lynton pushed 
production of the Interview. Took the early version of the movie to the State 
Department for approval, then proceeded to finish the movie. Sony had 
already been hacked at that point, most likely with internal help, by an 
anonymous group that asked for money and exposed damaging Sony 
internal emails. Emails that showed the true nature of Sony LA executives 
as racist, black hating, actor hating, white hating and despicable. 

In an all out effort to defuse the facts of racism in Hollywood culture, CEO 
Michael Lynton pulled out all the stops and created a false narrative. A false 
narrative that North Korea was hacking Sony to force them to not release a 
movie. Sony CEO Michael Lynton had to distract America from the sick 
underbelly of Hollywoods racism against the black community, against the 
white community and against America in general. 
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In near record speed the FBI fingered North Korea, the President fingered 
North Korea, and poured gasoline on American freedom of speech claiming 
“…That’s not who we are..” in a filthy lie to America for his Hollywood 
masters. 

Sony	  and	  Hollywood	  are	  Racist	  to	  the	  Core	  
The mainstream media owned by Michael Lynton and his masters at 
CFR… joined instantly spreading lie after lie. That the movie must be pulled 
because of North Korea will blow up movie goers…. That the email hack 
was in revenge for a movie, that racism at Sony never existed…That Sony 
never rejected Denzil Washington for European films because of race…. 
That President Obama doesn’t just like Black movies like the Butler and 12 
Years… That Michael Lynton doesn’t provide propaganda television for 800 
million homes in 120 countries…  That Sony didn't foster and coddle racism  
through out Hollywood as long as they make cash for shareholders….That 
Sony didn’t buy it’s own racist money machine in Hollywood to make trash 
to destroy American culture… That Sony fosters the disparagement and 
destruction of Christian American culture for profit while never allowing 
disrespect of their own country….. Ever see an anti Japanese movie from 
Hollywood?  

  Then… when America had nearly forgot about the racism of Sony CEO 
Lynton, Pacal, Rudin and the rest….  Brilliant media strategist Michael 

Lynton turned it around for the grand finale. Feigning agreement to release 
The Interview… if the President says so… Feigning a patriotic motive in the 
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release… Feigning concern over American safety….   All the while gleefully 
counting the $billions of free press they just received via stupid American 
voters…a Gruberism… Lynton has played America in a script worthy of 
Joesph Goebbels at the height of his devious phycological and political 
powers. The Jews have learned these lessons in propaganda and now are 
foisting the United States of Israel over our nation.  

An elaborate hoax made up overnight by Sony executives and their top 
script writers at a Beverly hills address to defuse the race problem brought 
on by hacked emails.… Overnight the story was released and consumed. 
Aided by top government officials and even the stupid step and fetch faux 
president, all to protect the racist Jew at the top of the worlds media 
production company. Overnight the lie was spread… defusing the real truth.  
The truth that Sony and Jewish Hollywood are racist to the core... Against 
blacks... Against whites... Against Christians... Against all of America they 
can't control. 
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HERE IS THE ORIGINAL DEC 21 SCREEN MESSAGE TO 
SONY FROM THE HACKERS…


